USS Seleya Stardate 9911.21

Host Cheryl says:
SUMMARY:  Seleya crew has regained their ship, in their own dimension.  Their activities in the alien dimension scared the Praying Mantis's enemies off, and ships/crews were put back into their own dimensions

However, Captain Pang got lost in the shuffle somewhere .....

Bolitho is determined to get her back, and the USS Hood has been sent to take over the Icier transport and all prisoners...  Once that transfer to Hood is complete, the Search for Pang begins

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin the Search for Pang>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin the Search for Pang>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Viper says:
::in Sickbay rounding up equipment::

MO_Suder says:
::sitting at a station in Sickbay recalibrating some equipment after the aliens had messed with them::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::picks up tricorder and starts scanning .... she is in an empty room .... lights flickering off and on::

XO_Bolitho says:
::steps out of the Captain’s Ready Room and heads over for the 'big chair' - sitting down comfortably:: *All Stations*: Status report!

Gu_yuc says:
@::Shuffling about working on the FTL engines::

FCO_Ref says:
::at FCO.  Moves fingers over controls knowing it is a permanent position now and smiles::

Cns_Moore says:
::sleeping soundly, sick::

Gu_Bleen says:
@*Gu_yuc*:  Report.  Can we get Warp power back anytime soon?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::at science 1::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::on the bridge, preparing to set up the metaphasic shielding::

T`Klic says:
@:::drumming fingers as he contemplates his report on the incidents ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir the Captain is still missing.... The Icier is secured Commander

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::thinks - nothing ventured - unholsters phaser and goes to the door.... she can hear noises on the other side::

MO_Suder says:
CMO: Sir, can I call Esjam down here, I need to take a look at his shoulder

FCO_Ref says:
XO: we are on our way to the Starbase sir.

Gu_yuc says:
@*Gu_Bleen*: Hold your goo, I'm working on it.

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over to cupboards and grabs a few more things, then drops them on his desk::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CEO*: how's it going with the new shields Lt?

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%::two minutes out from the rendezvous point ::

XO_Bolitho says:
::taps his fingers on the console waiting for the reports to come in:: OPS: Thank you Commander

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Yes, go ahead.  I'm going to start on this pile.

FCO_Ref says:
XO: Hood is 2 minutes away...

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::carefully prises the door open ..... where the heck is she?::

TO_Esjam says:
::Exits TL and enters bridge. Takes TAC station::

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%COM: Seleya : This is Jaquel of the Hood, come in please

OPS_Jean says:
XO : ETA with the USS Hood is two minutes sir

Gu_Bleen says:
@::closes Comm and wonders how that one made it through the entrance exam::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I'm picking a comm from the Hood

Dr_Tharen says:
::pulls himself out from under the science panel, presses a button on the LCARS display and smiles as it jutters back to life::

MO_Suder says:
::nods:: *TO*: Ensign, could you please come to Sickbay ASAP?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::taps comms badge hopefully and whispers:: *Seleya .... anyone?*

Gu_yuc says:
@*Gu_Bleen*: Estimate 2 hours.  Best current speed is 1/2 impulse.

CEO_Zaidi says:
CSO: I'm setting them up.

FCO_Ref says:
::looks at the fuzzy dice on the viewscreen!!!::

Host Cheryl says:
@ACTION:  Pang's comm attempt does not get a response by Seleya

XO_Bolitho says:
FCO: acknowledged OPS: be prepared to transfer the Icier and the prisoner Folia across to the Hood as soon as possible

Folia says:
::sat sulking in sickbay::

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: On screen

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CEO*: great tell me if you get any problems

OPS_Jean says:
:: :: On Screen :: ::

CEO_Zaidi says:
<EO_Lira> *CEO*: Sir, repairs are complete on all Engineering systems.

MO_Suder says:
*TO*: Ensign, could you please come to Sickbay ASAP?

Gu_Bleen says:
@"Gu_yuc*:  I want it in 1/2 hour.  You engineers and your multiplying of estimates.  Gu_Bleen out.

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%:: Views the XO on the Screen::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::smiles:: CSO: I will. Thanks.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::curses mildly and walks out from the small room ..... takes cover as she spots .... a large insect .... ::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Sparks still sputter from consoles::

OPS_Jean says:
*TO* : Report

CEO_Zaidi says:
*EO*: Good.  Thank you, Ensign.

TO_Esjam says:
::Checks security and tactical displays for threats:: XO: I'm needed in sickbay. Permission to leave the bridge?

SEC_Lou says:
::in the Brig::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::follows the insect - carefully::

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%COM: Seleya: Ready for transfer of both , I have heard about your loss, good hunting

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic: Sir, Gu_yuc estimates 2 hours before we can have warp power back.

TO_Esjam says:
*OPS*: All clear on tactical displays

CEO_Zaidi says:
OPS/XO: Ensign Lira has just informed me that repairs in Main Engineering are complete.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning Hull integrity ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::scans the area for any Starfleet commbadge readings::

Folia says:
::looks over to TAC::  SEC_Lou:  Excuse me.  I really need to speak to the Captain before I leave.

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Hood: CO Jaquel: ::nods:: Captain I'm grateful for your assistance in this matter!

FCO_Ref says:
::thinks about where the Captain could be, but keeps focussed on surroundings::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::the insect walks into a room ..... Kay Lee can see others working at consoles ..... looks chaotic::

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: Very well, tell him to step on it, we don't want to be caught again

Dr_Tharen says:
::ducks as another dodgy panel sends out a shower of sparks:: self: damn engineers, have they never heard of fuses?

Gu_yuc says:
@::claw reaches for the console panel and removes it::

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : estimate time of repair on the secondary systems  ?

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%COM : Seleya: I only wish , we could go with you , Commander

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic: Already taken care of sir.

TO_Esjam says:
*SEC* I understand that you are guarding Folia. Watch her very carefully Ensign, she shot me and gave us all a good run around

SEC_Lou says:
Folia: So what's your story ...Request denied!...Unless you tell me what you did..why..and for what reason.

Folia says:
SEC_Lou:  Excuse me?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::thinks - this ship has suffered ..... but who are they?::

CMO_Viper says:
*OPS*: If it's no trouble, could you please report to Sick Bay?

CEO_Zaidi says:
OPS: All repairs are complete, sir.  There was very little damage to the secondary systems.

MO_Suder says:
::continues at her work, waiting for Esjam to make an appearance::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Click, click, click in frustration::

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Hood: We could use all the help we can get Sir, But we will get her back you can count on that!

SEC_Lou says:
*TO*: She's secure Sir!

Gu_Bleen says:
@::scanning the TAC console for their enemies::

Dr_Tharen says:
::pulls out a tricorder, scans the panel::

OPS_Jean says:
*CMO* : I will be there as soon as the Icier is transferred...

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::scans the insects .... nothing she can recall meeting previously::

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%COM: Seleya: Then we will await the transfer and your speedy departure, out

FCO_Ref says:
::scans the sector::

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : Acknowledged

TO_Esjam says:
*TO* Good, but watch out for those damn feminine wiles of hers

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Have the Icier and Folia been transferred over yet?

CMO_Viper says:
*OPS*: Great!  I'll be waiting.

Gu_yuc says:
@::Replaces burnt rods and moves to warp core::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::nods to OPS and turns back to his station::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::risks it:: Insect: Hello!?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I'm standing by for transport co-ordinates

Dr_Tharen says:
::closes tricorder, opens another panel and adjusts some circuitry::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::back to a stanchion in defensive posture::

Gu_Bleen says:
@*Gu_yuc*: Do you require any extra  claws down there?

Folia says:
SEC_Lou:  Hello, I happen to be here.  Listen, what happened isn’t how you think.  I was framed.  Can you imagine how frightening that must feel?

SEC_Lou says:
Folia: Why would you wanna talk to the captain?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning for friendly ships ::

FCO_Ref says:
*CNS*: Ref to Moore, can I get an appointment soon?

Gu_yuc says:
@*Gu_Bleen*: no, just time.

TO_Esjam says:
*MO*: I have a few details to sort out at tactical. Can my examination wait a short while?

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Hood :Let us have the co-ordinates and we will beam over the shuttle and the prisoner as well

Folia says:
SEC_Lou:  Have you not listened to a word I've just told you?  Please, I need to speak to him

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO*: report to science lab 3 and begin monitoring the metaphasic shields procedure

CEO_Zaidi says:
::runs a test simulation of the metaphasic shielding::

Gu_yuc says:
@::touches antennae with other engineers::

CMO_Viper says:
::moves over to scan cluster computer and begins re-entering specifications::

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%::directs the two transport co-ordinates be sent over ::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::trying to make sense of the clicking she can hear:: Insect: Hello?

SEC_Lou says:
Folia: I'm thinking..hold on...

Cns_Moore says:
<Computer> FCO: LT Moore is currently unavailable

SEC_Lou says:
::grins::

MO_Suder says:
*TO*: very well, just wanted to take a look at your shoulder, make sure its healed OK, get down here when you can....

Gu_Bleen says:
@::turns around to see one of those creatures::  T'Klic:  I think it is happening again...

Dr_Tharen says:
::replaces some damaged wiring, and watches as the last faulty panel springs back to normality::

CSO_Hazzem says:
<SO> *CSO*: aye sir

TO_Esjam says:
*MO* Will do

FCO_Ref says:
self: where is that Moore when you need him?

T`Klic says:
@Pang ::Clicks clankety Clickety

OPS_Jean says:
:: Locking on the Icier and Folia ::

Folia says:
SEC_Lou:  I'd really appreciate it  ::genuinely looks grateful::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Nods and rips out burnt and damaged parts::

FCO_Ref says:
Computer: locate Cns Moore.

SEC_Lou says:
::petting his phaser-rifle::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I'm standing by for transport

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: Oh , darn , we have one of them , we have to go back !!

MO_Suder says:
::smiles, and continues her interesting recalibrating::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Notices the co-ordinates from the Hood:: OPS: We have the co-ordinates Commander. Let’s get that shuttle over there!

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::sees that someone sees her - open handed steps away from the stanchion - having holstered her phaser:: Gu_Bleen: I cannot understand you

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Why don't you go up there check him out, and come back.  I'll have nurse Sek cover for a couple of minutes.

CEO_Zaidi says:
CSO: Hmm... the phase variance on the shielding is fluctuating a little too much.  Have you got any ideas on how we can control it?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

SEC_Lou says:
Folia: Do not try to "charm" me. I'm a gay officer.

FCO_Ref says:
Computer: locate Cns Moore.

Gu_yuc says:
@::Installs replacements and waves claw over console.  Core glows.::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::wonders if she can reconfigure her tricorder to act as a Universal Translator::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : USS Hood : Please standby to receive the Shuttle and prisoner 

Host Cheryl says:
<Computer> The Counsellor is in his quarters.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Energising - Materialising ::

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%COM: OPS: Waiting

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: hmmmm this shouldn't happen, may I?

Gu_Bleen says:
@::lets out a sigh of relief::  Creature:  Click T'courk.   ::making a calming motion::

Cns_Moore says:
::gets up, gets dressed and heads to TL::

Cns_Moore says:
TL: Bridge please

OPS_Jean says:
COM : USS Hood : Please confirm reception 

FCO_Ref says:
self: I will surprise him after and demand an appointment.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen/T'Klic:  I am Commander Pang of the USS Seleya .....

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%COM: OPS : Items received, good Luck !!

MO_Suder says:
CMO: I’ve come up with a bit of a moral booster, if you wanna hear about it.....

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: please confirm that they have them?

Folia says:
SEC_Lou:  Ok, well, that wasn't important, although I must admit I'd enjoy the challenge of converting you.  But I really need to speak to the captain, please?

CMO_Viper says:
*Nurse Sek*: Please report to Sick Bay.  We need you to cover for a few minutes

OPS_Jean says:
COM : USS Hood : Acknowledged... Thank you.. God Speed... Seleya OUT

CEO_Zaidi says:
CSO: By all means. ::motions toward the console::

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%::has the ship wheeled around for transport of the items ::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Go ahead.

Dr_Tharen says:
::starts running low-level diagnostic on various erroneous scanners::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : The Icier and Folia have been transported sir... 

Gu_Bleen says:
@::motioning to himself::  CO:  Gu_Bleen of the Manti Union.  I guess you would like to return home?

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood  (WARP.wav)

Gu_yuc says:
@::Sees warp power board come to life, then it blanks out::

MO_Suder says:
CMO: well, how about a Bat'leth tournament...I know a few people on board know how to use one.....

CMO_Viper says:
::continues entering codes while listening::

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Thank you Commander

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::understands the insect:: I see you have had troubles on your ship .... yes - do you know where my home is?

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: This is terrible , we have to take her back !!

TO_Esjam says:
::Watches Folia transport away:: Self: Why are the bad ones always so good?

Cns_Moore says:
::arrives on the bridge, takes an empty seat::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::lets out a slight hissing like sigh and says to himself::  Not again...

XO_Bolitho says:
*All stations*: Status report?

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Really, I'm one of them.  I love the Klingon culture.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Commander I have to report to sickbay for a medical evaluation

SEC_Lou says:
Folia: Stop talking to yourself...I might be gay but not deaf!

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::thinks that the insects seem to know more about things than she does::

Gu_yuc says:
@::sits back on hind legs and stares at the board::

FCO_Ref says:
XO: ready when you are sir...everything checks..

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: I'm co-ordinating with Science on the metaphasic shielding.

TO_Esjam says:
XO: All clear on tactical displays. No immediate threats in the area sir

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: I need you at your post Commander!

Cns_Moore says:
::takes notes on XO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::goes over to console and checks readings:: CEO: oh that's no problem, it should be fluctuating to equal the amount of phaser charges it might hit us, but it's a little bit fluctuating, I’m fixing it

MO_Suder says:
::stops her work:: CMO: really?...I didn't know that!....where did you learn?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

Dr_Tharen says:
XO: Scanners doing their job, but the lateral scanner is making blips that shouldn’t be blipping..  I'm working on it now, Commander, sir, yes...

T`Klic says:
@Pang: Of course we will take you back to the place where our ships met .. I hope they will know to do the same

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang: We have intersected with your people before in this Nebula.  If we can find the correct spot and your people are looking for you, we should be able to return you home.  It takes a lot of luck.  ::sighs::

XO_Bolitho says:
::listens to all the reports::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen:  What happened here?  Your ship is in bad shape .... can I assist in any way?

OPS_Jean says:
:: scanning internal power grid ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : All systems nominal sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
::taps some command codes and fixes the program:: CEO: here you go

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: Mr Esjam please sound the red alert!

T`Klic says:
@Pang: I don't think our technologies are enough alike sadly

SEC_Lou says:
*TO*: Sir, the prisoner wishes to speak with the CO or maybe the XO. Confirm please!

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::puzzled:: Gu_Bleen: I have no knowledge of Seleya meeting with you ....

OPS_Jean says:
*CMO* : Unfortunately Doctor I will not be able to see you today...

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Before I went to the Academy, when I was around 13, my parents had a friend who was Klingon.  He taught me very well.  I progressed through quite a few levels.

CEO_Zaidi says:
::frowns:: CSO: Well, I'm not really worried about phaser charges... we're trying to create a graviton field so we can open another dimensional rift.  But, thanks.

TO_Esjam says:
::Sounds red alert:: XO: Shields up weapons on line

Gu_yuc says:
@::lightly touches the console buttons in rapid sequence::

XO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Plot a course for the Du’ Raith Nebula 1/2 impulse

OPS_Jean says:
*CMO* : Can I get another appointment ?

MO_Suder says:
::smiles:: CMO: I’ll have to take you on some day!

Gu_yuc says:
@::Warp panel comes to life::

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang: We were under attack by our enemies before we switched places.  Severe damage, warp off-line.  ::hears the CO’s comments::  I have no explanation for that.

XO_Bolitho says:
FCO: On my mark

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@T'Klic: I am pretty well technically qualified - at least on Tactical Systems ... can I take a look?  I am grateful that you should wish to return me to my ship

FCO_Ref says:
XO: aye sir ::plots course:: course set sir..

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: I made sure that would never happen.

Cns_Moore says:
::assesses that the XO is handling command well if not a tad dependent on his department heads::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Clicks in excitement::

TO_Esjam says:
*SEC*: Do not allow that woman out of the brig. Take her statement yourself if she has one

CMO_Viper says:
*OPS*: I don't think so!  I'll be up to see you.  You had neural damage, a cranial fracture.  Shall I go on?

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: Put us on course back to the "meeting place " Fastest speed

XO_Bolitho says:
*SEC_Lou*: Get that female off my ship now!

T`Klic says:
@Pang: Of course you may

OPS_Jean says:
*CMO* : Acknowledged... but I can't leave my post for the moment.. can you come to the bridge ?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::walks over and watches Gu_Bleen operating controls .... unlike ... but not so unlike::

SEC_Lou says:
*XO*: Terminate her Sir?

CMO_Viper says:
*OPS*: I'll be right up.

Gu_Bleen says:
@::acknowledges T'Klic:  *Gu_yuc*:  We need as much power to the impulse systems as you can manage.  ::moves to Flight OPS and plots course::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Running level 4 diagnostics on Sensors ::

SEC_Lou says:
::seeing Folia's reaction::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: How are you holding up Richard?

XO_Bolitho says:
*SEC_Lou*: no beam her aboard the Hood now!

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic* We have limited warp.

CEO_Zaidi says:
::runs another computer simulation::

CMO_Viper says:
::Nurse Sek enters the Sick Bay::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Mutters:: very limited.

MO_Suder says:
::nods to Sek::  Sek: nice to see you again

Gu_Bleen says:
@::engages course and heading to the location this all began::

CMO_Viper says:
Sek: Great timing.  Can you cover for a few minutes?

SEC_Lou says:
*XO*: Agreed and proceeding with transfer Sir.

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS: I'm keen to get started Craig

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen:  I take it your power systems are severely damaged .... is there any place I can assist while you get me home?

T`Klic says:
@*Gu_yuc* Outstanding , we have a "guest" so there will be a slight delay

Gu_yuc says:
@::Clicks instruction to his crew to enhance work on the IPS::

CMO_Viper says:
<Sek>: It is good to see you too.

XO_Bolitho says:
*SEC_Lou*: please confirm when the transfer is complete?

FCO_Ref says:
::waits for the XO's order to Engage::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: First things first Richard, transfer Icier and the prisoners and then we can go ahead and find Kay Lee

CEO_Zaidi says:
::faces the XO:: XO: Commander, the modifications to the shields are complete.  Ready when you are.

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang:  I don't know.  When we were on your ship, I found our technologies extremely different.  Do you think you can handle these controls?  ::motions to Flight Ops::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Hisses at the warp board panel, perturbed at lack of repairs::

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS: I know Craig just an annoying hold up with security

CMO_Viper says:
MO:  I'll be back in a few minutes.  You're in charge until then.

XO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Thank you Lt

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::decides the least she can do is assist in tidying up the bridge area ..... starts to clear away bits of random metal which someone might fall over - hears Gu_Bleen:: Gu_Bleen: ... yes I could try ....

MO_Suder says:
CMO: yes sir ::sighs and returns to her work::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: Stay calm and be patient Richard. Any other attitude may be harmful to Kay Lee keep that in mind

CMO_Viper says:
::exits Sick Bay and walks into TL::  TL: Bridge!

SEC_Lou says:
*XO*: Acknowledged. Will let you know as soon as I’m done with the paperwork, Sir.

Gu_Bleen says:
@::rises from chair feeling apprehension on it's abilities::  Pang:  Be my guest.

CMO_Viper says:
<Sek>:  MO: What shall I assist you with?

XO_Bolitho says:
::nods at Craig: CNS: I'll try

CMO_Viper says:
::gets off the TL onto the Bridge::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Exudes some green goo and spreads it on his antennae::

XO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Engage!

FCO_Ref says:
::engages::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen: ::as she studies the flight control console::  Can you replay your last flight movements

Cns_Moore says:
XO: Do or do not there is no try Richard ::grins::

FCO_Ref says:
XO: done sir!

MO_Suder says:
::finishes recalibrating her present bundle, and moves over to a pile of tricorders:: Herself: great!

OPS_Jean says:
:: Accessing Stellar cartography ::

SEC_Lou says:
*XO*: ::5 mins later:: She's transferred!

T`Klic says:
@::motions for Gu_Bleen to keep a discreet glance at it's actions ::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::sees which areas of the console are accessed::

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS: In that case The Captain will be returning to the Seleya then Craig

Gu_yuc says:
@::Feeling relaxed, he reassesses the problem::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::monitors the shields::

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang:  Surely.  ::leans over the controls tapping several keys with his claws.. then watches as the panel replays the events::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: That's the attitude Richard ::smiles::

XO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Bring us to the identical co-ordinates where we last encountered the alien ship

CEO_Zaidi says:
CSO: We need to keep an eye on the graviton field... make sure the emissions are stable.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen:  And .... there .... is where you met my ship? ::points at the replay::

SEC_Lou says:
::sits and relaxes reading a PADD::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Scuttles over to IPS controls and reroutes subsystem::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::stands close behind her studying "it" carefully::

FCO_Ref says:
XO: aye sir...::does as ordered::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning the Nebula - Trying to find a way to recreate the same spatial anomaly ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: aye aye

MO_Suder says:
Sek: could you deal with these please..  ::points at a bundle of regenerators::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya arrives at the co-ordinates of the last intersection

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Be prepared to open communications with our alien friends on the other side!

Dr_Tharen says:
::walks to TL: Computer: Lateral sensor controls

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: yes sir

T`Klic says:
@*Gu-yuc*: How goes repairs ?

Gu_Bleen says:
@::nods::  Pang: Yes it is, we are on course to this point as we speak.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sensors are off-line sir

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: There you are.  ::walks over to the Lt. Cmdr.::

FCO_Ref says:
XO: we have arrived at the co-ordinates of last intersection.

Gu_yuc says:
@*Gu_Bleen*: Now have full impulse.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen: Then I think ... if you concur .... a slight adjustment will get us there ..... in one minute?

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : glad to see you doc...

MO_Suder says:
<Sek>MO:  certainly

Cns_Moore says:
CSO: Do you have an obvious dimensional rift?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::shows Gu_Bleen what she means::

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Do what you can to bring them back up

T`Klic says:
@*Gu_yuc*: Very well , How stable is the Warp engines ?

CMO_Viper says:
<Sek> MO: Yes, sir.  ::walks over and begins working on rather large pile::

XO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Acknowledged

Gu_Bleen says:
@*Gu_yuc*: Acknowledged.  Pang:  Now if you alter this control in this direction  ::motioning with claws::  the impulse drive will increase speed.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CNS: not quite

Dr_Tharen says:
::arrives, steps out of TL::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : we are inside a nebula sir

XO_Bolitho says:
::turns to looks at the CSO waiting for an answer::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::taps console:: CSO: Okay, I've input the same subspace phase differential as before.  There's a chance communications might work.

FCO_Ref says:
::sees the fuzzy dice on the viewscreen wabble a bit::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: good thinking Imran

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  There is currently no sign of the alien vessel

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen:  Will do ..... there .... and I did not make you crash ::wryly::

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic*: Shaky right now, best speed is warp 1.87

Dr_Tharen says:
::looks around, sees how the main controls are badly damaged.::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: You too.  But you should be in Sick Bay.  We may have to operate.  ::pulls out tricorder and begins scans::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::studies her adjustments::  Pang: Hmm...  Yes.  Yes, I believe you are right!

XO_Bolitho says:
::listens to the banter between the CEO and the CSO  and walks up to them both::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::sets the metaphasic shields to maximum power::

T`Klic says:
@*Gu_yuc* Anything we can do to aid  ?

MO_Suder says:
::continues her work, trying to whistle a happy tune::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::glances at the XO::

FCO_Ref says:
XO: no sign of the alien vessel sir.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen: How do we make contact?  I can try my comms badge ... but we don't know that my ship is here ....

Gu_Bleen says:
@::stands up straight eyeing the back of "it's" head::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::monitors shields, and turns around to XO::

XO_Bolitho says:
CEO/CSO: How go our attempts?

T`Klic says:
@Pang: We had just merged in space...that is how you came to be here

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::feels mildly threatened by this enormous insect towering over her but does not panic::

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic*: if the situation allows it, I suggest we drop all, repeat all unneeded systems.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A subspace rift occurs in the nebula, 2000 kms. off the Seleya's port bow

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen: I will try my communicator ... just in case ....

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: You're lucky!  No operation, but a small procedure is needed.  I'm going to schedule you in at the end of your shift today.

Dr_Tharen says:
::opens up the access panel, to be greeted with a shower of sparks and a hail of smoke and parts of isolinear chips::

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang:  Hang on a sec...  ::moves over to his console and opens a Comm::  If you can link it in with our open Comm, it's worth a try.  Go ahead.

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: we got the rift sir

T`Klic says:
@::gets up and walks to a panel and starts clawing various  items ::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@*COM: Seleya*: This is Pang .... does anyone read me?

TO_Esjam says:
XO: Subspace rift appearing off port bow

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic* ::Sputters:: to include shields and weapons.

FCO_Ref says:
XO: a subspace rift has occurred 2000 kms. off our port bow!

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : I'm glad to hear that Doc... 

Cns_Moore says:
XO: Richard I suggest you send in a probe before you send anyone in

CEO_Zaidi says:
::looks at readings:: XO: Nothing yet - wait a minute... there's a rift opening 2000 kilometres off the port bow.

MO_Suder says:
::finally finishes with that bundle, not too much damage::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Pang's comm gets through the rift, as a broken up, very-static-y transmission... very faint

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Excellent see if we can send through a communications probe?

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : I will be  there later today... if it is ok with you ?

T`Klic says:
@*Gu_yuc* Weapons maybe, but not without shields

TO_Esjam says:
::Checks that shields are holding::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I’m getting a message from the captain

CMO_Viper says:
::hears CO Pang's thoughts suddenly::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen: OK .... let's try that ... but what happened just before you met my ship?  Any strange radiation or other phenomena?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, I'm picking up a comm from the Captain...

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: Confirmed, sir.

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS: Craig I expect you to handle the negotiations with the aliens

Gu_Bleen says:
@::waiting for a reply.. studying Comm channels::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to establish the localisation of the signal source ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: how are the shields Imran

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: The Captain?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::cross-links her comms badge to the alien system::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Reroutes drops weapons link:: *T'Klic*: as you wish sir.

XO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Boost the signal

Dr_Tharen says:
::hears the Captain’s thoughts:: self: just an echo. Must be getting emotional...

Cns_Moore says:
XO: Very well Richard

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: yes sir, but the message is very faint

CEO_Zaidi says:
CSO: They're holding... graviton field is stable.

T`Klic says:
@*All*: Food replicators and egg hatcheries are not without power while we attempt to repair the warp engines

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Pang : USS Seleya.. please....

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang:  As I remember it, we started to see ghost like apparitions around the ship.  It later turned out to be members of your crew in your universe.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen: I can try again ... *COM: Seleya - this is Pang .... do you read me anyone?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I'm trying all frequencies

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: The message is phased on exactly the same frequency as the alternate universe.

OPS_Jean says:
:: trying to clean the message ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Communications are sporadic, very broken up, but they are getting through.  Not enough to understand sense

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: it's on maximum sir, that's the best I can do

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir I have a location 

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen:  No surge in scientific phenomena?  tachyons? gravitons? anything?

Dr_Tharen says:
::tries to swap some power cables, but just gets more sparks::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Transmitting co-ordinates to FCO ::

Cns_Moore says:
CSO: Prepare a probe we can patch communication through

XO_Bolitho says:
ALL: Boost that signal  CEO: Is it conceivable that we can get a lock on her comm badge?

T`Klic says:
@Pang: In this area of space detectors are very poor to operate

CSO_Hazzem says:
CNS: yes Counsellor

Gu_Bleen says:
@:: notices a weak, broken signal::  Pang: It seems it may be working.  I am receiving an odd reading on our Comm lines.  Indistinguishable though.

Dr_Tharen says:
*CSO* Sir, can you try to cut power to the lateral sensor control area?

CMO_Viper says:
::freezes on Bridge while hearing the Captain in his mind::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Makes more changes. Notes increase to warp power curve::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Pang : we pick you up... status report

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen:  maybe we can enhance it?

TO_Esjam says:
::continues to monitor tactical displays. Sees no immediate threats::

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: I have an idea, sir... we could try sending a subspace relay into the rift.  That could help us clean up communications, and maybe even get a transporter lock.

MO_Suder says:
::wonders if she could hear the CO’s voice , or is it just her imagination!::

T`Klic says:
@Pang: Tell them we return to the same place we had been

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang:  I am sorry, I am not much of a scientist.  We have lost many lives.  ::turns to T'Klic hoping he may know of her answers::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, it is impossible to get a lock in side the nebula but we can pick her up

CSO_Hazzem says:
Tharen: sorry we need maximum sensors we can get

Cns_Moore says:
CSO: When it's ready aim it at the edge of the rift and launch on my mark

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic*: That did it, now have warp 3.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CNS: probe ready Counsellor

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@COMM *Seleya* This is Pang .... repeat please .... can you hear me?

T`Klic says:
@*Gu_yuc*: Very well

XO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Excellent idea get started on it now!

Cns_Moore says:
CSO: Fire

CSO_Hazzem says:
CNS: probe launched

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir the signal is broken up but I believe it is because of the nebula...

CEO_Zaidi says:
::nods to XO and begins preparing a subspace relay::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: I can hear what she is saying

Dr_Tharen says:
*CSO* Just the control room: I routed the sensor itself through one of the secondary rear-sensor controls.

Gu_Bleen says:
@::tries to place more resources (limited) into the Comm system::

T`Klic says:
@Pang: this areas of space, the detectors don't work very well, understand ?

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Barely though.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir we just need to get closer

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Patch Comms through the probe

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic* IPS is back to full, for now.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@T'Klic: Then maybe you could send a probe?

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: We’re going along with the Chief’s idea of using a subspace relay

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: I think I’m picking up the Captain’s thoughts....can you hear her?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The rift is visible in the alien dimension, as well

T`Klic says:
@Gu_yuc*: outstanding

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: I can.

XO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Take us 1000 kms. from the rift and hold us there

T`Klic says:
@Pang: Weapons are down now , so we can power have

Gu_yuc says:
@::Checks all back up systems. Notes half the generators are burned out.::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::notices sensor readings::  T'Klic: Sir!  We are receiving data on some sort of rip in the fabric of space!

CEO_Zaidi says:
::finishes modifications and launches the relay into the rift::

OPS_Jean says:
XO: Sir, since we know what her co-ordinates are may be we could consider to send a shuttle to pick her up ?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::repeats COM: COM Seleya - this is Pang ... can you hear me?

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: The relay has been sent into the rift, sir.

FCO_Ref says:
XO: aye...::1000 kms. away from rift..full stop::

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: She is OK.

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen : let us go nearer this "rift"

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: so its not just me then......

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@T'Klic:  I am sure I heard something ... maybe we need to get closer ...

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: We need to communicate with the Captain first before any rescue attempts are made!

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Pang : Captain we copy... please continue to transmit

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya picks up the words "...eya... is Pang.... you... me?"

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  Nearer!?  Are you mad!?

Gu_yuc says:
@::This will take a mougal to repair::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir sporadic comm is established

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: I'm going to try to get a signal lock.

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: It is a matter of Honour

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: No.  I need to concentrate.  ~~Talk to me this way~~~

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang:  You wish that I take over the Flight Ops terminal?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@Gu_Bleen: That rift looks pretty stable .... but you should have an emergency escape route prepared I think

Gu_Bleen says:
@::moves back to the console::

XO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Let me know if it works

MO_Suder says:
~~~~CMO: can I help at all?~~~~

CEO_Zaidi says:
::tries to get a fix on the Captain's comm badge::

T`Klic says:
@::is busily plotting an escape arc ::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Sends ship's status to the bridge::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::takes seat and gently moves the crippled vessel in closer::

T`Klic says:
@::looks at report and is sad::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@COM *Seleya* We can see a rift .... we are approaching at minimal speed .... can you hear me ... this is CTO Pang

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Another, smaller, rift appears aft of Seleya, 500 km, also stable

CEO_Zaidi says:
CSO: Can you boost sensor output through the probe?

T`Klic says:
@Pang: We take you near , but can't stay too long, ship damaged , understand ?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Something ODD... She identified herself as being CTO Pang 

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Pang this is the Seleya can you hear us?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@T'Klic: Of course Captain ... your crew must come first

Gu_yuc says:
@::Clicks and hisses in happiness over the integrity of the hull and the shields::

FCO_Ref says:
XO: another rift has appeared, 500 km aft, stable though.

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  We are exactly 600 meters from the rift sir.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::hears Bolitho:: COM *Seleya*  Pang here .... on an insectoid ship .... about 1000 metres from you I think

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: CTO Pang you say?

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen we can stay here ::note stress readings :: no more than 2 minutes

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: Please come to the Bridge

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Yes sir

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic: Acknowledged sir.  ::struggles to keep the ship at station keeping::

T`Klic says:
@Pang: You must be gone by then

MO_Suder says:
::drops what she's doing:: *CMO*: yes sir  ::exits SB::

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic*: There is a drain on the shield power.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::cuts power from lateral sensor control::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@T'Klic: I recommend you stay here for the shortest time possible ..... my ship will help me I hope

Gu_Bleen says:
@Gu_yuc:  Can we get more power to our direction thrusters?

MO_Suder says:
Sek: you're in charge

CEO_Zaidi says:
OPS: Sir, I need your help to get a signal lock on the Captain.

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Must be the bad signal Commander

MO_Suder says:
<Sek> ::nods::

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: If we combine ourselves we may be able to talk to her clearly, and she can "think back" what she wants us to hear.

Dr_Tharen says:
::watches as power goes and the sparks die:: *CSO* thanks sir..  I need just a few minutes....

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic: Perhaps if we gave her one of our escape pods and sent her out?

T`Klic says:
@Pang: at a minute and a half we have to leave

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@COM: *Seleya* Can you get a transport lock on my comms badge?  My friends cannot stay here long

Dr_Tharen says:
::activates a torch (Flashlight)::

CSO_Hazzem says:
Tharen: ok but hurry up

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : It is impossible to get a Lock... the pattern would be too degraded...

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen : Lay in this course ::transfers data :: and be prepared to initiate

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Get a lock on her comm badge

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Even via the probe?

MO_Suder says:
::rushing to the TL::  *CMO*: it could work, sir...we can at least try...

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::prays for Seleya and the insect ship::

Gu_yuc says:
@::Claws race over the panels trying to block the power drain on all systems::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I can't transport the Captain inside the Nebula... the pattern would be too degraded...

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@T'Klic: If they transport me out .... my gratitude to you

CEO_Zaidi says:
OPS: Hmm... do you think we could boost the confinement beam enough?

Gu_Bleen says:
@::receives course information::  T'Klic: Yes sir.  ::enters course::

FCO_Ref says:
self: come on Captain..where are you?

MO_Suder says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 1

T`Klic says:
@Pang: If you want to risk it , we have an emergency escape pod that could be fired through

Dr_Tharen says:
::Pulls out three damaged isolinear chips, and hopes they aren’t vital. Starts to bypass and re-route circuitry::

XO_Bolitho says:
::nods at the CNS suggestion: OPS: Relay the signal via the probe

CSO_Hazzem says:
::tries to find the captain::

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : it we can't get a clear communication I can't do a transport

Gu_yuc says:
@*Bridge* We can't stop the power drain.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@T'Klic: Maybe you had better get me into that pod

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, Please confirm your order...

Gu_Bleen says:
@Pang:  I only hope we can safely get you back.  Your people helped us out more than you can ever know.  ::remembering computer download::

CMO_Viper says:
*SEK*:  Please have Dr. Grey ready just in case the Captain is hurt.

MO_Suder says:
::enters bridge, sees CMO:: CMO: I’m here sir

CEO_Zaidi says:
::nods sadly:: OPS: Of course, you're right.

T`Klic says:
@::Gestures and points to an open hatch ::

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic: I'll take care of it sir.  ::gets up and motions for Pang to follow::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: We should try getting closer

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@runs to the hatch and settles into it::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Shall we try?

MO_Suder says:
~~~~CMO: do we have permission to try this?~~~~

Gu_Bleen says:
@::opens the hatch and motions inside::

SEC_Lou says:
::exits the empty Brig after a nap and heads for ENG::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to get a lock on an unstable signal - Boosting the signal at maximum ::

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen : Sealed ?

Gu_yuc says:
@::Sees the warp board flicker::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::keeps monitoring shields::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::closes the hatch and programs it's course then launches it through the rift::

Cns_Moore says:
CSO: How close can we get without being sucked in?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, please confirm your order I'm standing by for transport

Dr_Tharen says:
::snaps in last piece of replacement make-shift circuit board::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@*COMM Seleya* I am on my way to you .... I think ::crossing fingers::

CMO_Viper says:
~~~It couldn't hurt~~~

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic: Sealed, programmed and launched sir.

T`Klic says:
@::initiates warp motors of drives ::

CMO_Viper says:
XO: We have a plan but no time to explain.  We can get a clear connection to her.

MO_Suder says:
CMO: have you ever done this before?

Gu_Bleen says:
@::moves back to the Flight Console and punches up pod on viewscreen::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CNS: 100 km Counsellor

Gu_yuc says:
@::Wishes he had more back up generators::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::goes back to monitoring the metaphasic shields::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: No, have you?

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::travelling towards a small rift ::

Cns_Moore says:
FCO: Take us 100km in

T`Klic says:
@::hopes this new info will give them more reliable motors ::

MO_Suder says:
CMO: yes, ...sort of, we'll need somewhere quiet to concentrate.....::looks around::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, I’m detecting a small object emerging from the drift

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Pang : We copy.. We are looking for a way to get to you as soon as possible

Dr_Tharen says:
*CSO* Repairs are as complete as I can do without a department from SF engineers.. Put power back on..  and cross fingers....

CMO_Viper says:
XO: We have a plan but no time to explain.  We can get a clear connection to her.

Gu_Bleen says:
@::watches as the pod enters the rift::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I'm standing by for transport

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A Pod appears on the Seleya viewscreen

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Please confirm your order

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::the pod shakes about a bit .... clings on::

T`Klic says:
@::watches as the hull stresses lessen ::

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic* We must leave now.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Both rifts appear stable

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: lock tractor beam on to it and beam the occupant aboard

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic: Sir, it is through.  Nothing more we can do for it.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to get a tractor beam on the POD ::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::wonders if Pang survived the trip through the rift::

CSO_Hazzem says:
Tharen: you did your best ::puts power back::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Jean establishes the tractor beam

T`Klic says:
@*Gu_yuc* we are almost out of the instability

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir I can't transport but I can bring it inside main cargo bay

Gu_yuc says:
@::Sees the power drain stop::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::plots a reverse course and engages the "limited" warp::

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Try hailing the pod

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::feels a tractor beam lock on and breathes a large sigh of relief::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Opening main shuttlebay door ::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Looks like she's OK.

OPS_Jean says:
COM : POD : USS Seleya please identify yourself ::On emergency channel ::

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Bring her in the main shuttle bay

Dr_Tharen says:
::watches as power comes back on, unplugs the secondary master system, switches the sensors back to control from here, and prays like heck::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: Lay in a course for home

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
*Seleya* This is Pang ..... good to hear you .....::wonders who is speaking to her::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: To bad we didn't get to try anyway.

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic* treat her like a new egg. It won't take much abuse.

T`Klic says:
@::adjusts power drains ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, It's the Captain

MO_Suder says:
CMO: so it does, good thing too, never liked doing those things ::smiles a smile of relief::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
::uncouples the locking devices from the inside the escape pod::

T`Klic says:
@*Gu_yuc* I am dropping shields down to minimal

XO_Bolitho says:
*CMO* Meet me in shuttle bay one:: stands to rise:: OPS: You have the bridge!

Gu_Bleen says:
@::almost smiles::  T'Klic: Yes Sir!!  ::turns back to console and sets course for home::

Dr_Tharen says:
::smiles as an image of pure static appears on the readout monitors:: as good as you can expect in a nebula.....

CMO_Viper says:
*XO*: Be right there.

MO_Suder says:
CMO: I’ll return to Sickbay now, I’ll be there if you need me....

Cns_Moore says:
FCO: Home Jeeves

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Great!

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
@::steps out of the pod .....:: *Brinn* Sorry for putting you to all this trouble Ma'am

SEC_Lou says:
::finishes his rounds::

XO_Bolitho says:
::enters the TL and heads for shuttlebay one::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, the captain is back onboard

CMO_Viper says:
::walks into TL::  TL: Shuttle Bay 1

FCO_Ref says:
Cns: got a problem?

Gu_yuc says:
@*T'Klic* Noted. ::sees drop on the board::

MO_Suder says:
::nods at her superior, and leaves the bridge::

T`Klic says:
@::hopes it all holds together ::

SEC_Lou says:
::walks into Shuttlebay 1::

XO_Bolitho says:
::arrives at shuttle bay one and heads for the pod::

Cns_Moore says:
FCO: Plot a course for the nearest starbase and show some respect for superior officers

OPS_Jean says:
:: Closing Main Shuttlebay Door ::

Dr_Tharen says:
::can just about make out some distortions in the screen, tried to clean up the image, but the burned and smashed controls prevent him from getting any meaningful readings::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
::walks to the shuttlebay exit - finds it strange that she recognises no-one

CMO_Viper says:
::walks out of TL and into Main Shuttle Bay::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Pang's communication to Brinn is heard on the bridge

CMO_Viper says:
::almost bumps into the Captain::

SEC_Lou says:
::who was that?::

MO_Suder says:
::can sense Ref needs a chat::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
::sees a medic :: Doctor?  You must be new here?

FCO_Ref says:
CNS: yes...self: ahh! ::plots course and engages:: done SIR.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Viper notices that Pang is wearing a gold uniform

OPS_Jean says:
:: Using stochastic correlation to clean communication signal ::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Sees the Captain and moves to greet her:: CO: Captain Pang its good to have to have you back Sir!

CEO_Zaidi says:
::hears Pang's communication:: Self: Brinn?  The old Seleya captain?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Captain, are you OK?  What happened to you?

Dr_Tharen says:
::can head the Captain’s brain working again..  thinks it strange::  ~~Captain??~~~~

OPS_Jean says:
:: restoring power grid to nominal status - Scanning the Nebula ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::crosses eyebrows::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
Bolitho: Sir .... CTO Pang reporting for duty Sir .... I guess I should report to the CO?

XO_Bolitho says:
::notices the gold uniform and the 2 and 1/2 pips on her collar::

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
::getting more puzzled by the minute::

MO_Suder says:
::reaches SB after entering TL::

OPS_Jean says:
:: At CONN ::

SEC_Lou says:
*TO*: Spotted someone weird exiting SB1 as I entered.

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : status report 

CMO_Viper says:
::gives a strange look to the Cmdr.::

Dr_Tharen says:
::heads to the bridge to investigate::

XO_Bolitho says:
::splutters and looks across to Dr. Viper for an explanation: CO: Captain? You’re the Captain of the Seleya !

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
CMO:  How are you finding working with Dr. Praxton Lt?  Seleya is a wonderful ship

CEO_Zaidi says:
OPS: Shields holding, sir.  The dimensional rifts are unusually stable.

Kay_Lee_Pang says:
XO: WHAT!!!???  and who are you Commander?  I am CTO Seleya .... have been for years!

CO_Jaquel_USS_Hood says:
%::Files a report on the mistransport of Folia and starts an investigation ::

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause the Search for Pang>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause the Search for Pang>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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